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Context: Enterprise software systems (e.g., enterprise resource planning software) are often deployed in
different contexts (e.g., different organizations or different business units or branches of one organiza-
tion). However, even though organizations, business units or branches have the same or similar business
goals, they may differ in how they achieve these goals. Thus, many enterprise software systems are sub-
ject to variability and adapted depending on the context in which they are used.
Objective: Our goal is to provide a snapshot of variability in large scale enterprise software systems. We
aim at understanding the types of variability that occur in large industrial enterprise software systems.
Furthermore, we aim at identifying how variability is handled in such systems.
Method: We performed an exploratory case study in two large software organizations, involving two
large enterprise software systems. Data were collected through interviews and document analysis. Data
were analyzed following a grounded theory approach.
Results: We identified seven types of variability (e.g., functionality, infrastructure) and eight mechanisms
to handle variability (e.g., add-ons, code switches).
Conclusions: We provide generic types for classifying variability in enterprise software systems, and reus-
able mechanisms for handling such variability. Some variability types and handling mechanisms for
enterprise software systems found in the real world extend existing concepts and theories. Others con-
firm findings from previous research literature on variability in software in general and are therefore not
specific to enterprise software systems. Our findings also offer a theoretical foundation for describing var-
iability handling in practice. Future work needs to provide more evaluations of the theoretical founda-
tions, and refine variability handling mechanisms into more detailed practices.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Research problem

Variability is the ability of a software system or artifact (such as
a component or subsystem) to be configured, customized, or
extended for use in a specific context [1]. Thus, variability supports
multiple deployment- or operation scenarios of a software system.
To enable variability, parts of the system are not fully defined dur-
ing early iterations of development, but later when more details
about a specific customer or concrete usage scenarios are known.
However, during early iterations, software engineers need to iden-
tify what parts of a system should be variable (e.g., in terms of
‘‘variation points’’ in the design) and decide how this variability
can be resolved (e.g., in terms of ‘‘variants’’). Later, these variants
are chosen to resolve variability at a variation point.

In this paper, ‘‘handling variability’’ includes (a) describing var-
iability (i.e., expressing potential variants) and (b) resolving vari-
ability (i.e., implementing or selecting variants at a variation
point). This notion of ‘‘handling variability’’ includes that of ‘‘realiz-
ing variability’’ as used by Svahnberg et al. [2] who define ‘‘realizing
variability’’ as implementing a variation point. It is also similar to
the notion of ‘‘managing variability’’ as used by van der Linden
et al. [3], which includes defining and implementing variability,
among other things. Systematically handling variability leads to
less design and development effort due to higher reusability of soft-
ware artifacts, as well as reduced maintenance costs compared to
designing separate systems for diverse usage scenarios [3].

Many of today’s software systems are built with variability in
mind, e.g., product lines or families, self-adaptive, configurable or
customizable single systems, open platforms, or service-based
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systems that support the dynamic composition of services [4,5].
One prominent category of variability-intensive software systems
are enterprise software systems (ESS). In our work, we adopt Fow-
ler’s notion of ESS as applications that ‘‘are about the display,
manipulation, and storage of large amounts of often complex data
and the support or automation of business processes with that
data’’ [6]. Typical functions of ESS include order processing, pro-
curement, production scheduling, customer information manage-
ment, or accounting. ESS are hosted on servers and provide
simultaneous services to a large number of users over a computer
network (e.g., in contrast to single-user applications that run on
personal computers and serve one user at a time). ESS are often
designed to run in different business units or branches of an orga-
nization (each with their specific requirements), or in different
countries in which a company operates (each with specific con-
straints on business processes). For example, branches of an oil
and gas business in different countries serve the same purpose
and have to provide the same or similar services, but are subject
to different regulations, laws, staff structure, etc. Also, enterprise
software systems are used by many different customer types
(e.g., oil and gas, retail). These differences affect business processes
and functionality of enterprise software systems, and eventually
the implementation of functionality. Therefore, ESS are large-scale
systems and support a broad range of features. Implementing one
system that accommodates all possible variants of these features
would increase the size and complexity of already very complex
systems exponentially with the number of features and variants.
Thus, handling variability in a system (either single systems, prod-
uct lines, system of systems, etc.) early on is preferred over discov-
ering and addressing variability later in the product life cycle [7].
Moreover, as variability is pervasive and affects many stakeholders
and development activities, software engineers need proper sup-
port in the form of methods and tools for handling variability [8].

1.2. Research questions and contributions

This paper aims at understanding how variability is handled in
large enterprise software systems in practice. We study enterprise
software systems as they have a profound impact on an organiza-
tion, and variability needs to be handled in both the software and
the organization. Furthermore, ESS are built for a broad range of
customers and used in many different types of organizations
(e.g., large or medium-sized companies, different domains), and
therefore must run in many different environments, usage con-
texts, etc. Ignoring variability during design and designing individ-
ual systems for each environment, usage context, etc. can become
prohibitively expensive at later stages of the product life cycle
when it becomes more difficult to adapt systems. In detail, defining
the study goal in terms of GQM [9], the goal of the case study pre-
sented in this paper is to

– analyze types of variability and mechanisms,
– with respect to handling variability,
– for the purpose of improving software development theory and

practice,
– in the context of variability-intensive enterprise software

systems,
– from the viewpoint of practitioners.

The types of variability characterize variability in terms of the
artifacts in which variability occurs. For example, variability can
occur in conceptual artifacts (e.g., specification of functionality), or
parts of the ESS implementation (e.g., backend systems, data, exter-
nal interfaces, internal interfaces or operating systems), or artifacts
at the business level (e.g., business processes supported by an ESS).
By mechanisms to handle variability we mean mechanisms to
describe and resolve variability (see our definition of handling vari-
ability in Section 1.1).

To operationalize this goal, we define two research questions:

– RQ1: What types of variability occur in a large-scale enter-
prise software system? Answering RQ1 is the first step of ana-
lyzing variability by providing a list of variability types that
need to be handled in large-scale ESS. Each type represents a
different kind of artifact where variability can be manifested.
In our study, types of variability emerged as part of the
grounded theory data analysis. Different types of variability
may be addressed by different mechanisms, which leads to RQ2.

– RQ2: What mechanisms exist to handle variability in large-
scale enterprise software systems? Mechanisms that software
organizations use to handle variability can be considered as
good practices that might be reusable when designing new sys-
tems. Therefore collecting and describing such mechanisms can
support practitioners in reflecting about and eventually select-
ing the optimal ways to handle variability in their context. Fur-
thermore, since variability handling mechanisms also emerged
following a grounded theory approach, answering this research
question helps us compare existing theories for handling vari-
ability (e.g., Svahnberg et al. [2]) with actual industrial practice
(see Section 6.1.3 for a comparison).

To achieve the aforementioned goal, we present a case study in
two large software organizations that develop large enterprise
software systems. As a result of the case study, the paper contrib-
utes types of variability in enterprise software systems and mech-
anisms to handle variability, as well as an in-depth analysis of
those types and mechanisms. Our results describe a picture of
industrial reality and provide empirical evidence for how variabil-
ity in ESS is handled in practice [10]. In contrast to other research
that discusses types of variability (such as Chang and Kim [11],
Segura et al. [12]) or variability management (such as Svahnberg
et al. [2], Sinnema and Deelstra [13]), we do not propose or advo-
cate approaches, but capture current practice. So far no empirical
evidence for handling variability in ESS exists (see also Section 2).

The target audience of this paper is twofold: First, we aim at
practitioners who would like to find out about good practices that
they can add to their toolbox for handling variability in enterprise
systems. Furthermore, practitioners can benchmark their own var-
iability practices. Second, our results provide researchers with a
view on how variability is handled ‘‘in the wild’’. This helps identify
how research themes and approaches in practice complement each
other, or if there are significant gaps between research and practice
that need to be filled. Finally, our results provide researchers with a
theoretical contribution in terms of a classification of variability
types and variability handling mechanisms based on empirical evi-
dence, including a reflection to existing concepts.
1.3. Paper structure

In Section 2 we briefly discuss the background of our research
and summarize related work. Section 3 presents the research
methodology. Section 4 presents the results of our study, which
are further analyzed in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss our
results and strengthen the theoretical foundation by comparing
our findings with similar literature. In Section 7 we acknowledge
limitations of our work before we conclude in Section 8.
2. Background and related work

This section briefly presents some background information on
variability and related work on variability in practice. When using
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a grounded theory approach for data analysis, extensive literature
reviews in the same area of research should be avoided to reduce
bias during analysis (grounded theory analyses data without hav-
ing findings in mind) [14]. Thus, this section only presents a minor
review of related concepts.

2.1. Variability

Variability as the ability of a software system or artifact to be
changed or adapted in a planned manner is primarily studied in
the software product line domain [15]. For example, variability in
enterprise software systems from a product line perspective has
been investigated in [16,17]. Product lines describe variability
explicitly in terms of features and decisions, and encompass con-
ceptual models, such as feature models, decision models or compo-
nent-and-connector models [18]. A product line assumes the
existence of a product line infrastructure, including related pro-
cesses (e.g., core asset development, product development, man-
agement) [19]. As found in our previous work, this is rarely the
case for many ESS which are subject to variability [20,21].

2.2. Variability in practice

A study conducted by Chen and Babar had a similar goal to our
study (study variability in practice), but the former investigated
challenges related to variability management in industry (e.g., doc-
umentation or testing) [22], whereas we identify industrial prac-
tices. Similarly, Ihme et al. studied what current variability
challenges exist in small and medium enterprises and what the
practices are in small and medium sized enterprises to manage
variability [23]. The authors conducted a multiple case study using
semi-structured interviews and identified technical challenges
(e.g., decision making, change implementation) and non-technical
challenges (e.g., resourcing, business models). Cases were software
companies, whereas in our study, cases are software systems. Fur-
thermore, we focus on large-scale enterprise systems whereas
Ihme et al. studied variability management in small and medium
organizations.

Jaring and Bosch analyzed variability in an industrial software
product line to identify variability-related issues (variability iden-
tification, variability dependencies and tools support) and to pro-
pose a representation of variability realization mechanisms based
on introduction and binding of variability (e.g., at runtime, instal-
lation) [24]. Our study is complementary to this work in that we
(a) investigate large-scale ESS, and (b) do not focus on product
lines.

An industrial survey with 25 software engineering practitioners
described the current state of practice of variability management
in 25 small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) in Sweden [25].
This survey concludes that SME can benefit from systematic vari-
ability management but that there is a lack of awareness for sys-
tematic variability management. In particular, little reuse and
traceability activities are performed. Again, our study is comple-
mentary to this survey as we investigate large-scale enterprise sys-
tems and do not focus on product lines.
3. Research method

Our research is motivated by a practical problem that cannot be
studied in isolation from its context. Thus, we apply case study
research as an ‘‘in-the-wild’’ method, rather than ‘‘in the lab’’
methods (e.g., controlled experiments). Furthermore, when inves-
tigating variability in large enterprise software systems in an
industrial context, we have little control over all involved variables
(e.g., people, organizational structures, politics). Finally, case stud-
ies are a good way to get in-depth understanding of current indus-
trial practices and solutions by allowing ‘‘how’’ and ‘‘why’’
questions [26].

We use a multiple-case, embedded case study [27]. ‘‘Multiple
case’’ means that we study two cases (i.e., two large-scale enter-
prise software systems). ‘‘Embedded’’ means that we have multiple
units of analysis that are observed in the two cases (types of vari-
ability, mechanisms to handle variability). Case studies might be
descriptive, explanatory, exploratory or evaluatory [28]. We follow
the exploratory approach [29] because exploratory studies are
used in cases where ‘‘research looks for patterns, ideas, or hypoth-
eses rather than research that tries to test or confirm hypotheses’’
[30]. We currently cannot form hypotheses because we still lack an
understanding of how variability in enterprise software systems is
handled in practice; thus the study is not explanatory. The study is
also not descriptive since our study does not start with an existing
theory or model. The case study design follows the guidelines pro-
posed in [31].

3.1. Study design and execution

3.1.1. Case selection
To select the two cases for the case study, we applied a ‘‘crucial

case selection’’. Crucial cases are considered representative cases in
a certain domain [32]. Criteria for selecting our two cases were as
follows:

– To achieve our research goal, we aimed at large-scale and com-
plex enterprise software systems (e.g., many components, inte-
gration with existing infrastructures and IT systems), rather
than consumer software (e.g., desktop applications with the
same functionality for all users, such as word processing soft-
ware) or embedded software.

– We looked at variability-intensive enterprise software systems,
i.e., systems that required a high degree of adaptability. In both
selected cases, variability between customer organizations is
too big to provide one system with the same functionality for
all customers. On the other hand, developing and maintaining
individual solutions for each customer requires significant
effort. The developed software in both cases is deployed and
used in several system variations and used by a broad range
of customers (System 1) or in different business units of the
same organization (System 2).

– The software should not be part of a dedicated product line. As
we argued in Section 2, many ESS which should support vari-
ability are not supported by a dedicated product line infrastruc-
ture (i.e., product line processes, dedicated application
engineering and domain engineering, core asset bases, etc.);
both selected cases also fulfill this criterion.

Differences in the two cases lie in the application domains, the
number of customers that currently use the products developed in
the studied cases, the detailed software development processes
followed, and the type of end users. For confidentiality reasons
we cannot report details about the systems under study or the
organizations that develop the systems, but we provide a brief
overview of the cases and organizations in the following subsec-
tion. Furthermore, for confidentiality reasons, some terminology
used within Organization 1 for certain concepts or techniques
has been changed.

3.1.2. Organization 1 and case System 1
System 1 is a large-scale enterprise resource planning (ERP) sys-

tem developed by a large software organization (Organization 1).
System 1 has been developed for more than 15 years, in several
releases. Each release consists of several million lines of code.
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Due to its size, customers of Organization 1 rarely completely
replace System 1 with a new release, but rather update their sys-
tem. System 1 is offered as a core ERP system with several indus-
try-specific solutions (e.g., for oil and gas, retail). Several modules
support key functionalities, such as supplier/customer relationship
management, product lifecycle management, supply chain man-
agement or financial services.

Variability in System 1: System 1 is variability-intensive
because it is used by a broad range of customers. Variability in Sys-
tem 1 appears in two dimensions. First, a variant of System 1 is
offered for different domains (e.g., oil and gas, education). Second,
within each domain, each customer that uses System 1 is different
and, given the size and organizational impact of System 1, has its
own detailed requirements for how to implement business pro-
cesses. When delivering new features for System 1, the core busi-
ness logic originally implemented for a customer should remain
stable. New features should be delivered to the customer without
interrupting its business. In the early days of System 1, it was
not possible to get a new version of System 1 without also imple-
menting new versions of business processes. More recent versions
of System 1 acknowledge that customers are different, with differ-
ent requirements, and allow System 1 to be adapted to existing
business processes.

Software development process for System 1: In Organization
1, a company-wide product life cycle describes how software is
developed. The product life cycle is agile rather than strictly
sequential. It defines several milestones and sprints. Guidelines
for the whole architecture of System 1 are not feasible as individual
modules of System 1 are too diverse. Thus, guidelines exist to sup-
port decision making during systems design by providing many
decision alternatives that can occur in individual products of Sys-
tem 1. These guidelines define the range of products and rules
for all products derived for System 1. However, the guidelines do
not include all possible decisions and do not include open decision
topics but rather high-level scoping (e.g., new product version
needs to work with a certain version of a certain product; for a cer-
tain type of product certain decisions should be made, some with
predefined options). The guidelines are defined by one or more
chief architects and used by developers who instantiate a product.
3.1.3. Organization 2 and case System 2
System 2 was a project for a large global customer of Organiza-

tion 2. We requested approval to disclose details about the project,
but the customer did not agree to release its name or any project
details that could reveal its identity. The project we studied was
a web selling platform to sell a broad variety of high value products
in a business-to-business (B2B) context. The products sold on this
platform are very diverse. The platform helps the customer achieve
a market share of around 40% and generates several billions of Euro
revenue per year. At the time we studied System 2, it was under-
going its second major evolutionary redesign in 11 years, i.e., the
system has been in use and evolving for more than 11 years. The
first redesign took place in 2003 with variability being one of the
main reasons for the redesign. One major decision was to move
toward a SOA-based solution. The redesign involves 10–12 devel-
opers and four architects as technical lead. The redesign has been
scheduled to last 9 months.

Variability in System 2: System 2 is variability-intensive as it
needs to support many variation points for many business units
(e.g., backend systems). Also, there are different roll-outs of the
system (e.g., for each region in which the customer is active).
Causes for variability in the B2B system are mainly the require-
ments for the customer and the processes affected by these
requirements. Furthermore, different IT landscapes exist in busi-
ness units of the customer. We show variation points and variants
that occur in System 2 in a high-level domain model of System 1 in
Fig. 1 (see Section 4.1).

Software development process for System 2: The develop-
ment process followed in Organization 2 to develop System 2 only
includes fundamental activities, but it can be used as a full process
to build a system, or activities can be added or tailored as needed.
Organization 2 follows an incremental and iterative process, and
utilizes use cases and scenarios to define requirements. Close col-
laboration amongst different stakeholders (including continuous
feedback) helps align different interests. In contrast to System 1
and Organization 1, there are no central design guidelines. Instead,
guidelines depend on constraints and development requirements
imposed by customers. The design process for System 2 is a com-
bination of bottom-up (domain composition, e.g., identifying func-
tional domain entities, such as shopping catalog) and top-down
(business process decomposition). A product line engineering
approach was not considered as the system is developed for one
customer with different deployment contexts.

3.1.4. Data collection techniques
We include different data sources in order to obtain more pre-

cise data. We collected qualitative data using the following data
collection techniques and data sources [31]:

– Direct technique: We conducted seven semi-structured inter-
views. The interview guidelines are included in the appendix.
Participants of interviews had 10–20 years of industrial soft-
ware engineering experience. We obtained only partial consent
to record interviews, i.e., only some interviews could be
recorded. For all interviews, we took extensive notes and copies
from in-depth whiteboard discussions. For example, for System
2 we modeled the business process underlying the B2B plat-
form, including its variability concerns that need to be
addressed and stakeholders that have an interest in these con-
cerns. We used a semi-structured interview with open ques-
tions to allow a broad range of answers and issues to be
discussed. Questions were planned but not necessarily always
followed in the same order. The semi-structured interviews
allowed improvisation and exploration of topics that arose dur-
ing interviews. Interviews were conducted at four different
locations of Organization 1 and Organization 2 in Germany
and Switzerland. Before each interview, introductory letters
were sent to participants to discuss the aim of the interview.
Interviews lasted between one and three hours. To get feedback
from interviewees and avoid misunderstanding, we summa-
rized major findings at the end of each interview. Details about
interviewees are shown in Table 1 (minutes in Table 1 show the
minutes recorded, not the duration of the interview).

– Indirect techniques: We studied technical reports, process
descriptions and development resources at Organization 1 and
Organization 2. Most documents were internal documentation
not for public release. For example, we studied architecture
documentations, internal developer community networks and
software development guidelines in Organization 1, and busi-
ness process descriptions from customers in Organization 2.

3.2. Data analysis

As we conducted an exploratory case study that resulted in
qualitative data, we used a grounded theory approach for data
analysis [33]. Grounded theory analyses data without having find-
ings in mind. Also, grounded theory does not search for confirma-
tions of previous findings [34]. The answers to our research
questions emerged by constantly comparing indicators found in
the data to previously identified indicators. Indicators are actual
data, such as behavioral actions and events observed or described
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Fig. 1. Domain underlying System 2.

Table 1
List of interviewees.

Role Recorded (yes/no) Notes (# of pages) Organization

Product researcher Yes (�60 min) 11 1
Product researcher Yes (�60 min) 11 1
Lead product researcher Yes (�60 min) 11 1
Product architect Yes (�65 min) 13 1
Architect No 13 1
Master data manager Yes (�50 min) 7 1
Senior IT architect No 16 2
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in documents (documentation, online resources of companies
involved in the case study) and in interviews. An indicator may
be a word, a phrase, a sentence, or a paragraph in the data [35].
A finding is either supported by additional indicators in the data,
or rejected if no indicators are found in the data. In detail, the fol-
lowing four data analysis steps were performed:

1. Pre-processing: We transcribed recorded interviews (for inter-
views that were recorded) and rewrote notes made during the
interviews (for all interviews). Furthermore, we added manual
notes to all transcripts to obtain a full record for each interview.
2. Coding: Codes are used to name indicators [35]. We used a sim-
ple method of open coding [36] where one code can be assigned
to many pieces of text, and one piece of text can be assigned to
more than one code [37]. During the analysis, this set of codes
evolved. All interview transcripts and documents were thor-
oughly read, and phrases of interest were coded to reflect the
topic of that phrase [38]. In a first phase of coding, we looked
at one transcript from one participant to identify different
codes. These codes emerged from the data in the transcript as
well as from the questions we had on our questionnaire. In a
second phase, these initial codes were used as a reference to
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code all transcripts. We tried to assign every statement in the
transcripts to a code. No new codes were discovered during that
phase.

3. Identification of concepts: Concepts are abstractions sug-
gested by indicators [35]. After initial coding, we looked at
groups of code phrases and merged them into concepts. As
our data was collected within a case study, the data is context
sensitive. Thus, we performed iterative content analysis to
make inferences from collected data in its context [39]. Con-
stant comparison was used to generate concepts from indica-
tors and to analyze our data to generate categories of data
[38]. Analyzing qualitative data required integrating data where
different participants might have used terms and concepts with
different meanings, or different terms and concepts to express
the same thing [40]. To address this problem, we used recipro-
cal translation [40]. Reciprocal translation helps summarize
newly identified concepts that relate to other similar concepts
by translating similar concepts into one another.

4. Categorization of concepts: Concepts from different sources
were compared to identify categories of concepts, as findings
that occurred in more than one data source are more reliable.
Also, we investigated if some concepts were sub-issues of other
concepts. For that reason, line of argument synthesis was used
to identify the ‘‘main theme’’ of different concepts [40]. Line of
argument synthesis could be applied to all concepts in an iter-
ative manner until higher level concepts were not overlapping
and no sub-concept was part of another higher-level concept.
After several iterations, concepts described types of variability
and means to handle variability.

4. Results

4.1. RQ1: What types of variability occur in a large-scale enterprise
software system?

For this research question we analyzed data coded and catego-
rized as ‘‘variability type’’ that describe levels and artifacts of var-
iability. For System 1, we found seven types of variability. For
System 2 we found four types of variability, which overlap with
those of System 1. Thus, we identified seven distinct types of var-
iability. The following subsection elaborates on these seven differ-
ent types of variability. Table 2 maps the variability types to
System 1 and 2.

4.1.1. Types of variability
VT1 – Variability in functionality: Variability in functionality

is mainly caused by different customers (System 1) or business
units (System 2). For example, in System 1, customers in the oil
and gas industry have different procurement requirements than
customers in the healthcare domain and therefore require different
implementations of procurement functionality (e.g., different taxa-
tion functionality, different types of products that are delivered as
goods or services). Variability in functionality is usually resolved at
one point in time (i.e., a variant is chosen once).
Table 2
Variability types.

Variability type System 1 System 2

VT1 – Variability in functionality U U

VT2 – Variability in backend systems U U

VT3 – Variability in data U U

VT4 – Variability in operating systems U

VT5 – Variability in external interfaces U

VT6 – Variability in user interface U

VT7 – Variability in process U U
VT2 – Variability in backend systems: Backend systems for
ESS are (often mandatory) software systems that support the
ESS. For example, backend systems could be different database
systems, or may retrieve data from other ESS that communicate
with System 1 or System 2. A backend system for System 1 is a
database system that stores operational data. Major databases
are supported by System 1 but customers can choose their data-
base management system. Backend systems for System 2 include
different ERP systems that interact with the B2B platform. Each
business unit where System 2 is deployed has different backend
systems.

VT3 – Variability in data: Besides variability in backend sys-
tems, there is also variability in the actually required and pro-
cessed data and data structures in ESS. Each customer might
have different data tables and dependencies between tables
defined in the database. For example, for document management
in System 1, customers can decide what document types should
be handled and how workflows are organized based on the docu-
ment type. Further examples for data variability in System 1 are
different data required for customer relationship management, or
different data required to describe the production process of a cus-
tomer. In case of System 2, data variability mainly refers to data
variability in the product catalog used in the B2B platform. The
data structure for the product catalog is based on the business unit
where a catalog is used and created.

VT4 – Variability in operating systems: Variability in operat-
ing systems refers to the different platforms on which the ESS is
supposed to operate. For example, System 1 must work with all
major operating systems (different versions of Microsoft Windows
and Unix/Linux-based operating systems). Customers can choose
the operating system. In contrast to VT2 (variability in backend
systems), variability in operating systems refers to platforms on
which an ESS will run, rather than other (mandatory) backend sys-
tems the ESS communicates with.

VT5 – Variability in external interfaces: ‘‘External interface’’
refers to interfaces required to communicate with any kind of
entity (software, hardware, etc.) that is outside the scope of the
organization that runs the ESS (e.g., an oil and gas provider com-
municating with a corporate customer). For instance, an interface
to a backend system (e.g., to another ESS) would be ‘‘external’’ if
the other ESS is outside the organization of the ESS. Given different
external entities that interact with an organization, the connec-
tions to external organizations (e.g., connection between compa-
nies or consumers connecting to companies) vary. For example,
System 1 interacts with many external entities to execute business
processes in organizations.

VT6 – Variability in user interface: Different customers might
want to have different ‘‘user-visible’’ interfaces. Variability in user
interface is often not only due to differences in functionality but
also caused by resource constraints. Also, variability in user inter-
face reflects preferences of different users in how actions should be
performed. For example, an ESS can provide the same functionality
but the user interface layout differs depending on whether the
application is accessed through a mobile device or a desktop appli-
cation. In case of System 1, a procurement module would provide
more sophisticated search features to users of the desktop applica-
tion compared to users of mobile devices (mobile devices may
require a more light-weight user interface due to resource con-
straints of the device). Since parts of System 1 are cloud-based,
the functionality of the procurement module is the same for all
users, but not all users have access to these functionalities due to
different user interfaces. For example, in a purchasing process,
the availability of a product may be checked before or after entering
the required amount of items to be ordered; thus, the ordering
form would look different for checking availability before or after
even though both provide the same functionality.
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VT7 – Variability in process: Processes are usually the means
to achieve functionality, i.e., processes underpin functionality
(see also Fig. 2 and Section 5.1 where we relate variability types
to each other). These processes can vary. In contrast to VT1 (vari-
ability in functionality), VT7 is more fine-grained since functional-
ity is achieved through processes. For example, in System 1,
business processes for the ERP system differ (e.g., organizations
in the banking industry have specific HR procedures and legal con-
straints, compared to organizations in the automotive industry).
Looking at System 2 we found that the original goal of System 2
was to unify all processes in business units. However, processes
were too diverse as data access across business units and processes
differed (e.g., processes to access external ERP systems in business
units is specific to business units). Another example for variability
in process in System 2 is due to different order types: Historical
orders are orders submitted by phone or fax and then entered into
the B2B system; reference orders on the other hand are orders cre-
ated directly in the B2B system by a customer.
4.1.2. Summary
Table 2 summarizes the variability types found in enterprise

systems and relates them to the case in which we found them.
We note that these variability types are not specific to enterprise
software systems, but also occur in other application domains.
For example, variability in functionality typically occurs in product
lines [15], or variability in processes occurs in service-based sys-
tems [20]. In summary, considering variability-related characteris-
tics of our subject of study (ESS) and focusing the scope and
applicability of our constructs for RQ1 (types of variability) we con-
clude that ESS have to support the diverse needs of different cus-
tomers and domain-specific functions (VT1), have to handle large
amount of complex and different types of data (VT3), have to inte-
grate with other applications and entities within the organization
(VT2) and outside the organization (VT5), have to support different
business processes (VT7) and run on different platforms (VT4). Fur-
thermore, ESS may require different user interfaces (VT6).

To provide a more concrete example of some variability types,
Fig. 1 illustrates parts of the domain underlying System 2 as
extracted as part of the case study. Since Fig. 1 is a domain model,
it does not fully describe business processes but shows the major
domain elements and their relationships, including multiplicities.
Dotted boxes in Fig. 1 indicate the scope of a variability type. Solid
boxes show domain elements with stereotypes (e.g., data items,
software artifacts). Arrows show relationships between domain
elements. The dotted boxes in Fig. 1 show two of the four types
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Fig. 2. Relationships between
of variability for System 2 (VT3 – Variability in data, VT7 – Variabil-
ity in process). Process variability (VT7) occurs because orders are
either placed based on a catalog (which differs between business
units), or because they are historical orders (through the phone).
Also, process variability occurs in the way that orders are submit-
ted to product vendors (e.g., orders could be submitted through e-
mail or by directly connecting to ERP systems of vendors). ‘‘may
require’’ between pricing check and lead time check indicates that
lead time check is not always required (i.e., this would be another
instance of process variability). Data variability (VT3) occurs
because the description of items (e.g., products) varies.

4.2. RQ2: What mechanisms exist to handle variability in large-scale
enterprise software systems?

To answer this research question, we synthesized data labeled
with ‘‘variability handling’’. The following subsection elaborates
on the different mechanisms to handle variability while Table 3
maps the mechanisms to System 1 and System 2. Note that there
may be more approaches for handling variability in software sys-
tems in general. However, we did not find any indication of these
being used in the context of our case study.

4.2.1. Mechanisms to handle variability
In this section, we list all mechanisms that we found are used to

handle variability. Some of the mechanisms are not specifically
aiming at handling variability per se, but support software devel-
opment and maintenance in general. However, the goal of our
study was to find mechanisms to handle variability. Thus, we high-
light how these mechanisms support handling variability. Further-
more, for each variability handling mechanism we explain at the
very end, how it is related to handling variability, i.e., describing
and resolving variability.

VM1 – Enhancement package concept: Changes to the busi-
ness of a customer of an ESS usually cause problems to the ESS sys-
tem of that customer (e.g., for System 1, changes in employees and
their responsibilities require new processes to be supported by an
ERP without affecting mature processes too much). Furthermore,
customers do not want to install every new release of the ESS sys-
tem. On the other hand, maintaining old versions can be very
expensive. The enhancement package concept allows a customer
to download new software packages for the ESS. The customer
can then decide what new business functions to activate. The
‘‘enhanced’’ software then behaves like the old software but
includes new processes (e.g., for System 1, a new ‘‘order-to-cash’’
lity in 
ty
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Table 3
Mechanisms to handle variability.

Mechanisms to handle variability System 1 System 2

VM1 – Enhancement package concept U

VM2 – Add-ons U

VM3 – Function switching U

VM4 – Layering U

VM5 – Add-ins U

VM6 – Metadata modeling U U

VM7 – Business rules U

VM8 – Code switches U
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process or new process variants could be activated). The technical
details of adding these new processes are hidden from the user
who makes changes to the business process. For example, in Sys-
tem 1, the enhancement package concept was introduced four to
five years ago. The enhancement package concept describes vari-
ability in terms of different packages and resolves variability by
activating packages (i.e., business functions).

VM2 – Add-ons: Add-ons allow customized extensions of an
existing system. In contrast to add-ins (VM5), add-ons do not
require changes in the source code as they are added ‘‘on top’’ of
the system (e.g., through high-level API’s) rather than ‘‘in’’ the sys-
tem (i.e., the source code). Thus, add-ons describe variability in
terms of different extensions and resolve variability by selecting
extensions.

VM3 – Function switching: All predefined functions and infor-
mation for all types of systems and industries are delivered to all
customers (complete source code). Customers then decide what
functions to activate. Function switching does not require access
to source code. Instead, configuration tables are selected when
instantiating an ESS. This instantiation and activation of specific
functions can only be done once. This is because when activating
functions, internal dependencies are created. For example, in Sys-
tem 1 function switching defines functions that could be activated
for a certain industry (e.g., functions only for organizations in the
oil and gas industry). System 1 is delivered to customers as a neu-
tral system, covering industry-specific solutions. A customer then
decides if such solutions should be activated. Customers can also
decide to use all functions offered by System 1 as a generic system
(e.g., HR, ERP). Function switching means that variability is
described in terms of configuration tables and resolved by activating
(or selecting) settings in configuration tables.

VM4 – Layering: Layering allows for high-level separation of
concerns. For example, in System 1 the lowest layer contains core
functionality, such as database access or the implementation of the
domain- and system-specific programming language. On higher
layers, generic functions that can be used in all instances of System
1 are located. Finally, top layers include industry-specific function-
ality. Layering also helps limit variability in the database used by a
customer: Lower layers handle database related issues. For exam-
ple, independent programming levels use general SQL statements
that are translated into specific database calls for a specific cus-
tomer (e.g., ODBC, JDBC). This means, layering allows describing
variability in terms of layers and resolving variability by allocating
components to layers.

VM5 – Add-ins: Add-ins allow customers to enhance the sys-
tem by modifying the original source code, without the involve-
ment of the software development organization. Updates would
not overwrite modifications of the original source code made by
the customer. This is because add-ins provide specific points in
the source code where designers anticipated customer-specific
modifications (e.g., additional validity checks, or specific database
access). These points are foreseen at design time and made explicit
in the architecture. From a software development perspective,
these points could be considered as empty sub-routines (functions,
procedures, methods, etc.). During customization, customers can
fill these sub-routines with their own code. For example, add-ins
in System 1 and have been used for at least ten years. Add-ins
describe variability in terms of configuration points in the code
and resolve variability by manually editing these configuration
points with customized source code.

VM6 – Metadata modeling: Metadata modeling allows meta-
modeling of catalog data in meta-catalogs. For example, in System
2, a meta-catalog describes the data that would be applicable for
all products. On the other hand, some data are specific to the type
of product and therefore not prescribed in the meta-catalog. Meta-
data modeling describes variability in terms of different data struc-
tures and resolves variability by selecting data structures.

VM7 – Business rules: Business rules define the most common
variants of a process flow (often in terms of ‘‘if–then’’) to influence
how a business process is executed. For example, System 2 resolves
variability through the configuration of rules for individual cus-
tomers (e.g., minimum quantity of ordered items per order, or
order lead time). Business rules describe variability as different
flows and resolve variability by following a specific flow.

VM8 – Code switches: Code switches are pieces of code that
select variants depending on the version of the ESS. In contrast to
VM3 (function switching), VM8 does require access and manipula-
tion of source code. Also, in contrast to VM5 (add-ins), code switches
do not require the implementation of code in terms of sub-routines
but would execute pieces of code depending on the version of the
ESS. For example, in System 2, code switches are enabled through
the SPRING component plug-in framework for Java, or through a
‘‘Displaced Dispatcher’’ class inside the code that helps select an
XML configuration and what service to use, depending on the version
of the B2B system. Code switches describe variability in terms of dif-
ferent code fragments and resolve variability by selecting pieces of
code using external invocation mechanisms (e.g., SPRING).

4.2.2. Summary
Table 3 summarizes mechanisms to handle variability and

relates them to the system for which we identified the mechanisms.
We present a more detailed analysis and classification of these types
in Section 5.2. Table 3 shows that there is only one mechanism that
is shared between the two systems. Thus, it could be argued that a
third case company could let to yet another set of variability han-
dling mechanisms. However, we used grounded theory for data
analysis. In the context of a grounded theory-based analysis, Glaser
argues that a good theory is characterized by modifiability, i.e., the
ability to include variations in emergent categories caused by new
data [41]. Thus, Table 3 may be extended with new variability han-
dling mechanisms if data from new cases become available.

4.3. Relating findings to sources and data collection techniques

Table 4 relates variability types and mechanisms to handle var-
iability to the techniques that we used for data collection (Section
3.1.4). This is to show that all findings of our results can be traced
to more than one source, hence establishing data source triangula-
tion. ‘‘Other’’ in Table 4 includes developer community networks
and business process descriptions. A finding might originate from
more than one participant of the interviews, or may appear in more
than one type of documentation.
5. Analysis

5.1. Relationships between types of variability

In Fig. 2 we model the relationships between variability types in
variability-intensive large ESS. We identified these relationships by



Table 4
Mapping of findings and data sources.

Finding Interviews Documentation

Architecture Development guidelines Other

Variability type
VT1 – Variability in functionality U U U U

VT2 – Variability in backend systems U U U U

VT3 – Variability in data U U U

VT4 – Variability in operating systems U U U

VT5 – Variability in external interfaces U U U

VT6 – User interface variability U U U

VT7 – Variability in process U U U U

Variability handling mechanism
VM1 – Enhancement package concept U U U

VM2 – Add-ons U U U U

VM3 – Function switching U U U

VM4 – Layering U U U U

VM5 – Add-ins U U U U

VM6 – Metadata modeling U U U

VM7 – Business rules U U U U

VM8 – Code switches U U U
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analyzing what variability types occurred together. Note that many
relationships state ‘‘may’’. This is because one variability type may
cause another one, or may be affected by another variability type;
however, it is not always the case. We defined the following
relationships:

– Variability type A ‘‘makes necessary’’/‘‘may make necessary’’
variability type B: denotes that variability type B becomes nec-
essary because variability type A exists in a system. For ‘‘may
make necessary’’ this means that A often does not exist without
B, i.e., B may be a prerequisite for A (or, in case of ‘‘makes nec-
essary’’, A does not exist without B, i.e., B is a prerequisite for A).
‘‘makes necessary’’ also describes cases in which accommodat-
ing variability type A requires another variability type. VT1 may
make VT5 necessary because variability in functionality may
require that different external interfaces are supported to inte-
grate different functionalities from different external providers.
VT2 makes VT7 necessary because different backend systems
(e.g., data stored in dedicated databases, XML files, or plain text
files) may affect how a business process is performed (thus,
requiring different versions of a business process). Furthermore,
VT2 may make VT3 necessary since different backend systems
may require different types of data, data formats, etc. VT7
may make VT3 necessary because different versions of a busi-
ness process may require the inclusion of different data.

– Variability type A ‘‘may affect’’ variability type B: denotes that
the way variability type B occurs depends on variability type
A. In contrast to ‘‘makes necessary’’, this is a more loose relation
in the sense that the existences of A and B do not depend on
each other. VT1 may affect VT6 because user interfaces may
appear differently, depending on variability in functionality
(for example, a user interface may have different buttons, or dif-
ferent numbers of buttons, depending on what functionality it
should support). Similarly, VT4 may affect how VT7 occurs since
variability in operating systems may affect the degree to which
variability in a process occurs (e.g., if wrapper processes are
required to use certain operating system functions): A wrapper
process (VT7) may be required to accommodate variability in
operating systems (VT4).

– Variability type A ‘‘causes’’/‘‘may cause’’ variability type B:
denotes that variability type B would not occur without type
A. In this sense, this relationship describes causality without
defining any other constraints on variability type A or B. Vari-
ability in processes is usually a way to achieve variability in
functionality, so VT1 causes VT7. Similarly, variability in busi-
ness processes can be the cause for functionality (thus, the dual
‘‘causes’’ relationship in Fig. 2). On the other hand, variability in
processes may require different user interfaces, thus VT7 may
cause VT6. In contrast to ‘‘makes necessary’’ this does not imply
that B cannot occur without A. Also, in contrast to ‘‘makes nec-
essary’’, ‘‘causes’’ does not focus on achieving variability type A
through type B.

We also found an ‘‘is alternative for’’ relationship between
variability types. For example, to accommodate different custom-
ers, a system could differ in functionality (VT1) or simply make
existing functionality not available to all users by constraining
the user interface (VT6). This means, different variability types
can occur to achieve the same goal (e.g., address different cus-
tomers). We did not include this relationship in Fig. 2 because
it is orthogonal to the three relationship types defined above
and may therefore occur among all variability types. Finally,
we did not find that one variability type would exclude other
variability types.

In previous work, Jaring and Bosch defined variability depen-
dencies in software product lines [42]. However, these dependen-
cies focused on dependencies between variation points, variation
points and variants, and dependencies between variants without
considering different types of variability. Also, dependencies in
[42] are mostly based on ‘‘if–then’’ relationships. Finally, depen-
dencies in [42] are generic without considering the domain of
ESS. Thus, relationships between variability types as found in our
work are complementary to Jaring and Bosch in that we define
relationships on the level of variability types rather than at the
level of variation points and variants. Furthermore, we refine gen-
eric ‘‘if–then’’ relationships into ‘‘makes necessary’’, ‘‘affects’’ and
‘‘causes’’ relationships.

5.2. Characterization of variability handling mechanisms

In Table 5 we characterize variability handling mechanisms
based on two factors:

– Who: We map roles from Svahnberg et al. [2] to variability han-
dling mechanisms identified in our study. These roles include
domain engineers (engineers involved in designing the generic
product), application engineers (engineers involved in creating
concrete products based in the generic product) and end users.
This mapping shows who would be using a particular variability
handling mechanism.



Table 5
Characterization of variability handling mechanisms.

Mechanism Who When

VM1 (EPC)1 End user Runtime
VM2 (add-ons) End user Runtime
VM3 (function switching) Application engineer Architecture design,

compilation
VM4 (layering) Domain engineer Architecture design
VM5 (add-ins) Application engineer Architecture design
VM6 (metadata modeling) Domain engineer Architecture design
VM7 (business rules) Domain engineer Architecture design
VM8 (code switches) Application engineer Architecture design

1 EPC = Enhancement package concept.
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– When: We describe when the mechanisms are used by a domain
engineer, application engineer, or end user. Based on [2], a
mechanism can be used during architecture design, detailed
design, implementation, compilation, linking, or runtime.

As can be seen in Table 5, six variability handling mechanisms
occur during architecture design (one of them also occurs during
compilation). End users are involved in two variability handling
mechanisms. Note that variability handling mechanisms may be
categorized differently. However, we characterized mechanisms
based on their focus found in our study.

5.3. Relating types of variability and mechanisms to handle variability

In Table 6 we show what mechanisms to handle variability can
be used to handle what type of variability. This table shows why a
certain mechanism would be used and what its purpose is. We
defined the mapping between variability types and mechanisms
to handle variability by cross-checking in the data what mecha-
nism occurs in the context of which variability type. For example,
for System 2, concepts identified during data analysis (see Section
3.2) related to variability types (such as VT3 – Variability in data)
were found to be mentioned with concepts related to variability
handling mechanisms (e.g., VM6 – Metadata modeling). Also, we
checked how mechanisms and variability types are described in
system documentation. For example, for System 1, the architecture
document states that business rules for base pricing and net pric-
ing (i.e., VM7) are used to implement different pricing procedures
(i.e., VT7).

Table 6 shows that variability in processes (VT7) is addressed
most. On the other hand, variability in operating systems (VT4),
in external interfaces (VT5) and user interfaces (VT6) are addressed
least. VT4, VT5 and VT6 may be addressed least by explicit variabil-
ity handling mechanisms because independent of dedicated vari-
ability handling mechanisms, standards to communicate with
backend systems (e.g., XML schema for data base communication),
standards to support different operating systems (e.g., byte code
that can be interpreted on different platforms) or standards to
enable communication with external systems (such as EDI or DCAT
standards to exchange product catalog data) may be used implic-
itly to address these types of variability. Note that VT1 (variability
in functionality) and VT7 (variability in processes) are handled in
similar ways (except for business rules which only apply for vari-
ability in processes) since both refer to similar types of variability,
but at different levels of abstraction.

As can be seen in Table 6, variability handling mechanisms can
be used together to complement each other. Also, as can be seen in
Table 6, there are mechanisms that are quite generic and used to
support many different variability types. For example, add-ons
(VM2) or layering (VM4) help address all seven types of variability.
On the other hand, some mechanisms are more specific and help
address only few variability types. For example, business rules
(VM7) only relate to variability in process (VT7).
6. Discussion of results

In this section we discuss the research results in light of related
work, and present the implications for research and practice.

6.1. Relation to existing literature

We used grounded theory as the analysis approach in our case
study. Thus, following grounded theory, the data were first col-
lected and analyzed. Once the findings were grounded and devel-
oped based on our two cases, literature on variability in ESS was
reviewed. In this section we contrast our findings and the theoret-
ical contribution to other literature and previous theories. Enfold-
ing literature and comparing our findings with conflicting and
similar literature is an important step to raise the theoretical level
of our work and to sharpen the definition of our constructs (i.e.,
variability types and variability handling mechanisms) [43]. Fur-
thermore, analyzing relevant literature after analysis helps (a) pro-
tect our findings from preconceived notions, and (b) relate research
findings to literature through integration of ideas [14].

– We compare variability types with variability layers defined in
the FORM method proposed by Kang et al. [44] (Section 6.1.1).
Here we found that our variability types refine variability in
two of the FORM layers: product capabilities and operating
environment. The refinement takes place by providing more
detailed and specific descriptions about variability in these
two layers. However, our variability types do not cover the
other two layers: domain technologies and implementation
techniques.

– In Section 6.1.2 we investigate whether variability types occur
in the problem or solution space as defined by Gurp et al.
[45]. We found that our variability types occur in either prob-
lem or solution space but not in both at the same time.

– We reflect our variability handling mechanisms to variability
realization techniques proposed by Svahnberg et al. [2] (Section
6.1.3). We found that our variability handling mechanisms are
broader and also include aspects related to information (data),
process and deployment. Thus, the variability handling mecha-
nisms expand the existing taxonomy proposed by Svahnberg
et al.

6.1.1. Variability types versus variability layers
In the FORM method (Feature-oriented Reuse Method) Kang

et al. characterize variability via different layers [44]:

– Product capabilities (capability layer): services, operations, pre-
sentation, use, attributes, etc.

– Operating environment (operating environment layer): hard-
ware platform, operating system, database management sys-
tem, network, etc.

– Domain technologies (domain technology layer): methods, the-
ories, etc.

– Implementation techniques (implementation technique layer):
algorithms, abstract data types, etc.

This separation is also partially reflected in variability types
identified in our study. In Table 7 we map our variability types
to layers in feature models of FORM. The mapping in Table 7 shows
at what layer a variability type would occur. Note that even though
VT3 stems from user expectations (requirements) and is therefore
rooted in the problem level, it appears in the operating



Table 6
Types of variability and mechanisms to handle variability.

Mechanism VT1 – Variability
in functionality

VT2 – Variability in
backend systems

VT3 –
Variability
in data

VT4 – Variability in
operating systems

VT5 – Variability in
external interfaces

VT6 – User
interface
variability

VT7 –
Variability in
process

VM1 – Enhancement
package concept

U U

VM2 – Add-ons U U U U U U U

VM3 – Function switching U U

VM4 – Layering U U U U U U U

VM5 – Add-ins U U U U U U U

VM6 – Metadata modeling U

VM7 – Business rules U

VM8 – Code switches U U U U

Table 7
Comparison of variability types in ESS with variability layers in FORM.

Features/layers in FORM

Variability type Capability Operating
environment

Domain
technology

Implementation
technique

VT1 – Variability in
functionality

U

VT2 – Variability in
backend systems

U

VT3 – Variability in
data

U

VT4 – Variability in
operating systems

U

VT5 – Variability in
external interfaces

U

VT6 – User interface
variability

VT7 – Variability in
process

U
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environment (including database management system as shown
above) defined in FORM since FORM does not separate problem
or solution domain. Furthermore, it was not possible to map VT6
(variability in user interface) to any level of FORM. As a conse-
quence, domain technology could not be related to any of our var-
iability types. As can be seen, our variability types refine the
capability layer and operating environment layer by providing
two specific types of variability in the capability layer, and four
specific types of variability in the operations environment layer.
Also, none of our variability types relate to lower level layers
‘‘domain technology’’ and ‘‘implementation technique’’ in FORM.

6.1.2. Variability types in problem and solution space
As can be seen in the previous section, variability types are not

quite uniform in the sense that they would represent variability at
the same level or variability of similar kind. Therefore, we identi-
fied variability types in the problem space and variability types
in the solution space. More specifically, and referring to levels of
variability as introduced by Gurp et al. [45], variability types can
be related to user expectations, requirements (both are in the
problem space), and architecture, design, or code (solution space):

(1) Variability types in the problem space: Variability in the
problem is introduced by customers/end users, and resolved
by domain engineers and end users often during require-
ments analysis. VT1, VT3, VT5, and VT7 tend to address var-
iability in the problem space and in user expectations.

(2) Variability types in the solution space: Variability types in
the solution tend to be introduced and resolved by architects
(as domain engineers and application engineers), or devel-
opers, either during requirements analysis or the implemen-
tation stage (architecture, design, code). VT2, VT4, and VT6
address variability in the solution.

In Table 8 we map variability types to these levels of variability
in the problem or solution space to indicate at what level which var-
iability type would occur. This mapping indicates at what level a
variability type would be visible first. It would then be propagated
down to the remaining levels. This mapping indicates that all vari-
ability types would be visible first at the user expectation, require-
ments, or architecture/design level (and then be propagated to
design, code, etc.). As can be seen in Table 8, variability types occur
in either problem or solution space, but not in both at the same
time. Also, lower level solution space aspects (code) are not covered
by our variability types.
6.1.3. Variability handling mechanisms versus variability realization
techniques

Svahnberg et al. proposed a taxonomy of variability realization
techniques for software product lines [2]. In their work, variability
realization is defined as ‘‘ways to implement the variation points
for a variant feature’’. Our definition of handling variability (see
Section 1.1) is about describing and resolving variability. Since
‘‘ways to implement the variation points for a variant feature’’
require both describing and resolving variability, it overlaps with
Svahnberg et al.’s definition. Thus, in Table 9 we relate variability
realization techniques from Svahnberg et al. to our variability han-
dling mechanisms. This mapping indicates what variability realiza-
tion techniques defined by Svahnberg et al. address similar issues
as the variability handling mechanisms that we identified in our
study. However, the variability handling mechanisms identified
in our study are a bit different to variability realization techniques
defined by Svahnberg et al. in the sense that our mechanisms are at
a higher abstraction level in the design (with the exception of VM8
– Code switches). Most variability realization techniques in Svahn-
berg focus on component and implementation structure but omit
other aspects of design, such as information, process and deploy-
ment. This is in line with our finding related to variability types
discussed in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 that do not relate to lower
level variability layers. Therefore, gray rows and columns in Table 9
indicate items from that could not be mapped. Furthermore, some
variability handling mechanisms identified in our study can be
considered orthogonal to variability realization techniques identi-
fied by Svahnberg et al. or even spread across multiple variability
realization techniques. For example, VM2 (add-ons) can be sup-
ported by several variability realization techniques. Below we
explain the mappings in more detail:

– VM1 (enhancement package concept): The enhancement pack-
age concept is an overarching mechanism that may be sup-
ported by various variability realization techniques. Also, the



Table 8
Mapping of variability types to levels of variability.

Variability level according to Gurp et al.

Variability type User expectations Requirements Architecture Design Code

VT1 – Variability in functionality U

VT2 – Variability in backend systems U

VT3 – Variability in data U

VT4 – Variability in operating systems U

VT5 – Variability in external interfaces U

VT6 – Variability in user interface U

VT7 – Variability in process U

Table 9
Variability realization techniques versus variability handling mechanisms.
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enhancement package concept can be used at runtime to pro-
vide and select (i.e., activate) several specializations inside a
component implementation to satisfy to satisfy the require-
ments (runtime variant component specializations) [2].

– VM2 (add-ons): Add-ons may require architectural components
(extensions) that may or may not be present in a system
(optional architecture component). Also, add-ons may be sup-
ported by providing the system with alternative implementa-
tions of underlying libraries (binary replacement – linker
directives). Furthermore, add-ons may require the modification
of software after delivery (binary replacement – physical). Also,
add-ons mean that implementations are equipped with a num-
ber of alternative executions that can be selected at runtime
(runtime variant component specializations).

– VM3 (function switching): To facilitate and enable function
switching, we may need to support the existence and selection
between several specializations inside a component implemen-
tation (variant component specializations). Also, it may be nec-
essary to put conditions on constants or on variables (condition
on constant, condition on variable). This supports several ways
of performing an operation, of which only one will be used at a
point in time [2]. In contrast to Svahnberg et al., function
switching as defined in our study goes one step further and
requires the definition of specializations or conditions in a con-
figuration table.

– VM4 (layering): Layering is a concept to separate concerns or an
architectural principle and is therefore not mapped to a partic-
ular variability realization technique (gray column in Table 9).
As mentioned earlier, some of our mechanisms are at a higher
abstraction level in the design.

– VM5 (add-ins): Similar to VM2, add-ins may require architec-
tural components that may or may not be present in a system
(optional architecture component), and alternative implemen-
tations of underlying libraries (binary replacement – linker
directives). Also, we may need to support the existence and
selection between several specializations inside a component
implementation (variant component specializations). Further-
more, add-ins may mean that component implementations in
the product architecture need to be adjusted (variant compo-
nent implementations) or to include or exclude parts of the
behavior of a component implementation (optional component
specializations). Again, function switching as found in our study
requires that configuration points in the code exist. These con-
figuration points would then facilitate the activities from
Svahnberg listed in this paragraph (e.g., by editing configuration
points to invoke an architectural component).

– VM6 (metadata modeling): Variability is represented in the data
used by a software product, rather than in the software itself.
Thus, we could not map it to any variability realization tech-
nique (gray column in Table 9). As mentioned earlier, Svahnberg
et al. seem to omit some aspects of design, such as information.

– VM7 (business rules): Business rules may require supporting
the existence and selection between several specializations
inside a component implementation (variant component spe-
cializations). Furthermore, different business rules and different
flows through a business process may lead to an adjustment of
component implementations in the product architecture (vari-
ant component implementations). Also, to facilitate and enable
different business rules it may be necessary to put conditions on
constants or on variables (condition on constant, condition on
variable). This supports several ways of performing an opera-
tion, of which only one will be used at a point in time [2].

– VM8 (code switches): Code fragment superimposition means
that the software is developed to function generically and then
allows to superimpose product-specific concerns at a stage
when the work with the source code is completed anyway [2].
It is also possible to use code fragment superimposition to
introduce variants of other forms that need not have to do with
customizing source code to fit a particular product [2]. This idea
is supported by code switches found in our study which do not
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require implementation of source code at the time of custom-
ization, but instead executes pieces of existing source code,
depending on the product version.

As can be seen from Table 9, several variability realization tech-
niques from Svahnberg et al. [2] are not directly mapped to our
findings and therefore not generalized from our findings (gray
rows in Table 9):

– Architecture reorganization is about supporting several product-
specific architectures by changing the architectural structure of
components and their relations in the overall product family
architecture to enable changes in control flow and data flow
[2]. Even though business rules may require different data and
control flows, this is usually not achieved by re-organizing the
architecture.

– Variant architecture component is about supporting several dif-
fering architecture components representing the same concep-
tual entity [2]. None of our mechanisms is about representing
the same conceptual entity.

– Infrastructure-centered architecture is about making connections
between components a first class entity so that components in
the architecture are no longer connected to each other but to the
infrastructure [2]. This realization technique could not be found
to be related to any variability handling mechanism in our study.

6.2. Implications for researchers

We discuss implications for researchers from three perspec-
tives: First, we elaborate on the validity of our theory (i.e., our con-
cepts in terms of variability types and variability handling
mechanisms). Second, we discuss the implications of our study
on variability in quality. As found in a recent study [46], variability
in quality attributes is not sufficiently addressed by current
research. Thus, we reflect on how our findings relate to variability
in quality attributes of ESS in practice. Third, we outline potentials
for future work for researchers based on our findings.

6.2.1. Evaluation of findings derived from grounded theory
Glaser recommends that findings derived from a grounded the-

ory approach should be evaluated based on four criteria: fit, work,
relevance and modifiability [47]. This section only focuses on the
evaluation of the theory. General threats to the validity of our case
study are discussed in Section 7.

– Fit is the ability of categories and their properties to fit realities
under study in the eyes of subjects, practitioners and research-
ers in the area [41]. Thus, a theory fits if it explains the experi-
ences of participants as well as different practitioners who were
not involved in theory generation [48]. Since we checked our
findings with practitioners not involved in the analysis, our the-
ory seems to be a good fit. However, more data can lead to a
refinement of the theory and constructs (e.g., additional vari-
ability types or variability handling mechanisms). Thus,
researchers may conduct additional case studies in the context
of ESS or use our constructs and evaluate them through a broad
sample (e.g., through survey research).

– Work is the ability of a theory to explain major variations in
behavior in the area with respect to the processing of the main
concerns of subjects. In our study, the emerging codes and con-
cepts were strongly related to the main concern of ESS, i.e., their
ability to be deployed in different contexts.

– Relevance is achieved when the criteria of fit and work are met
[48]. However, researchers may increase relevance by conduct-
ing additional studies in industrial contexts, with sufficient
rigor [49].
– Modifiability means that a theory is ready for changes to include
variations in emergent properties and categories caused by new
data [41]. As argued earlier, our set of constructs can be
expanded if new data from further studies becomes available.

In addition to these criteria, the ability of a theory to fit and
extend previous literature also helps evaluate it. We have dis-
cussed how our findings of variability in ESS relate to previous lit-
erature in previous sections.

6.2.2. Variability in quality
Variability usually refers to variability in features or functional-

ity. However, variability also affects the quality of software sys-
tems [50]. Most current work on variability concerns functional
variability while quality attribute variability has not been explored
extensively [50,51]. However, similar as with other software sys-
tem [52–54], quality attributes often drive key architectural deci-
sions when designing variability-intensive ESS [55–57].
Therefore, we tried to understand whether the types of variability
identified in our study and the variability handling mechanisms
are related to quality attributes of variability-intensive ESS.

– In System 1, quality attributes are a general concern indepen-
dent of variability. Also, several quality attributes are enforced
centrally through product standards (e.g., security, accessibility,
translatability, performance, data quality). Quality goals are
implicit and exist as overall guidelines or high-level architec-
ture decisions. For System 1, sixteen product standards on dif-
ferent quality-related topics exist. Product standard
compliance checks ensure that quality attribute requirements
are met.

– In System 2 there is no difference in quality attributes for differ-
ent business units, except for security. For example, the docu-
mentation of a product can be public or private. This security
information is captured in the catalog maintenance guidelines
for each business unit. Experience with the B2B system over
11 years has shown significant variability in quality attributes.
To ensure that quality attributes are met, prototyping before
technical design is used, focusing on response time and
scalability.

In our study we found that neither the variability types, nor the
variability handling mechanisms indicate or address variability in
quality attributes. Also, we found no indicator for a special treat-
ment of quality attribute when facilitating variability.

6.2.3. Future work for researchers
In future work, well-known methods from product line engi-

neering could be adopted in action research studies to assess their
feasibility in the context of large-scale ESS. For example,
approaches could be developed to deal with the complexity of
ultra-large scale feature models of such systems. Experiments
and case studies could be used to assess how comprehensive such
models would be.

Furthermore, as shown in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, our variabil-
ity types partially refine existing types. Our variability handling
mechanisms focus on higher level variability realization (Section
6.1.3). Thus, from a theory-building perspective, future work can
expand theories and concepts to address lower level and or fine-
grained variability.

Finally, based on our discussion in Section 6.2.2, studies should
be dedicated to investigating variability in quality attributes of ESS.
For example, variability in quality attributes can occur due to vari-
ations in different market segments or customer profiles (e.g., pre-
mium customers may get better performance compared to regular
customers). On the other hand, variability in functionality affects
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quality. For example, adding additional encryption functionality
may affect performance.
6.3. Implications for practitioners

Handling variability in ESS is not easy. The types of variability
and the variability handling mechanisms described in this paper
should help organizations understand types and related practices
when dealing with variability-intensive ESS. The popularity of soft-
ware product lines has led to several organizations taking on prod-
uct line practices in non-product line projects. Thus, some
organizations may find themselves confused about the role of var-
iability in a non-product line context and may be unsure about the
extent to which dedicated variability handling mechanisms should
be applied. The variability types and variability handling mecha-
nisms described in this paper should help organizations better
understand the meaning of variability and responsibilities for han-
dling different stages of variability. They should also assist organi-
zations in guiding their engineers into explicit variability handling.

As we have shown in the analysis in Section 5 and in Tables 5–8,
there is heterogeneity in variability types and variability handling
mechanisms. Organizations need to take this heterogeneity into
account when considering how to handle variability: variability
types have different reasons and origins, appear at different levels
of abstraction (e.g., code or design level), are used by different
actors (e.g., application engineers or domain engineers), may be
used for different purposes and have different focus areas (e.g.,
defining variability versus resolving variability). Furthermore, var-
iability types are related and do not occur in isolation. In a variabil-
ity-intensive ESS, different practices can be used to handle
different types of variability. While some practices for handling
variability may exist in organizations anyway, some may specifi-
cally be introduced to handle variability. Others may need to be
adjusted for that particular purpose. Furthermore, some practices
may be easy to introduce while some may fail.

Furthermore, in Section 1 we described our notion of ESS as
applications that are characterized by (a) dealing with large
amounts and complex data, (b) dealing with business processes,
(c) implementing client–server, distributed multi-user systems
rather than local single user systems, (d) being large scale, and
(e) being part of a larger existing infrastructure. We found that
the list of variability types and variability handling mechanisms
reflect this nature of ESS. For example, layering (VM4) as a high
level concept to separate concerns is necessary because of the com-
plexity of ESS. Variability in data (VT3) and metadata modeling
(VM6) are means to describe and to deal with the large amounts
and complex data that ESS must process. Variability in process
(VT7) and business rules (VM7) are necessary because ESS deal
with business processes. Variability in backend systems (VT2)
and variability in operating systems (VT4) and external interfaces
(VT5) may be caused by the fact that ESS are often integrated into
an existing IT infrastructure.
7. Validity

We classify limitations of this case study as construct validity,
external validity and reliability [26,58]. Since the case study is
exploratory, internal validity is not a concern as there is no claim
about causal relationships [59].

Construct validity: Construct validity is concerned with
whether or not the researchers measure what is intended. With
this regard, this study is limited as we gathered data only from a
limited number of data sources. However, we collected data from
two different projects. On the other hand, most collected data con-
cerns System 1 which may pose a threat to the validity of the
results concerning System 2. Here, the consistency of our data from
different data collection techniques gives us confidence that we
have identified valid data. For example, as we have shown in Sec-
tion 4.3, variability types and mechanisms occurred in two or more
data sources (data source triangulation). Moreover, when coding
our data, we had to integrate data where different subjects might
have used terms and concepts with different meanings [40]. Pro-
viding transcripts for comments to participants helped mitigate
this problem. Furthermore, we compared our results with theories
and findings from similar literature. Finally, we applied member
checks by checking with interviewees and incorporating their com-
ments during data analysis.

External validity: External validity is concerned with the statis-
tical generalization of results and to what extent the findings are of
interest outside the investigated cases. There is only limited access
to organizations that develop large ESS. This makes it difficult to
collect enough data points for statistical generalization. Thus,
rather than aiming for statistical generalization, we aimed for ana-
lytical generalization. This means, our results can be applied to
cases that follow our definition of ESS given in Section 1.1 and
which have similar characteristics as the cases in our case study
(see Section 3.1.1). Finally, comparing our finding with similar lit-
erature sharpens generalizability [43]. The presented case study on
variability types and variability handling mechanisms is a first of
its kind. Further research will help generate a more generalized
theory.

Reliability: This aspect is concerned with to how the data anal-
ysis depends on the specific researchers. To address this issue, data
collection instruments were reviewed, results have been reviewed
by case subjects and more than one data collection technique/data
source has been used. Also, we found that all data sources provided
us with more or less the same findings. This could be an indication
of data saturation. The case study involved people with different
backgrounds, each expressing their experience and views and pro-
viding us with a coherent view on the topic at hand. Nevertheless,
we found that the results obtained from the different interviews
and document analyses were consistent, which increases our con-
fidence in the trustworthiness of the data. To ensure an audit trial,
interviews were recorded and transcribed. Due to privacy concerns
of some interviewees, not all interviews could be recorded; how-
ever, extensive notes were taken, providing us with a ‘‘thick
description’’.
8. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied variability in large-scale enterprise
software systems through an industrial case study. We identified
seven types of variability and eight mechanisms to handle variabil-
ity. We outlined future work in Section 6.2. The key lessons we
learnt are (a) that some variability types and handling mechanisms
are not specific to ESS but occur in software systems in general, (b)
some variability types and handling mechanisms appear particu-
larly because of the nature of ESS, (c) that variability types and var-
iability handling mechanisms are highly heterogeneous, with
different focus areas and appearances in the software development
cycle and d) that our concepts (variability types and variability
handling mechanisms) partially refine existing concepts and theo-
ries found in literature.

Since the findings were derived from the design of long-lived and
commercially successful systems, the findings can be used to form
‘‘good practices’’ of mechanisms on how to deal with variability in
large scale enterprise software systems. However, we cannot claim
that they are ‘‘best practices’’ since such an absolute statement
would require the evaluation of these practices in a broader context.
In contrast to ‘‘recommended practices’’ which are usually
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understood as published documents that provide technical guid-
ance and preferred procedures to software design, including com-
mon terminologies and concepts [60], ‘‘good practices’’ are
concrete practices identified based on designing and maintaining
two concrete software systems over many years. However, ‘‘recom-
mended practices’’ may also include other new findings from the
fields of software architecture and variability management that
have been made throughout the life time of those two systems,
but which were not used in the design of those systems to achieve
variability with e.g., less effort.
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Appendix A. Interview guidelines
Interview
section
Task
Preparation
 Record time and location of interview

Introduction
 Explain research and planned activities
Introduce goal of interview and present
interview outline
General
information
Record interviewee name, position,
background and experience

Obtain company/project/system
information

Ask general questions about project to
understand context
Variability
 Ask general questions about variability in
the organization and its products

Explore causes of variability

Explore issues that cause most problems
because of variability

Explore types of variability

Ask about the role of the architecture to
facilitate variability

Explore general variability handling
Design process
 Explore steps from business process to
software design

Explore about quality attributes in relation
to variability
Summary and
wrap-up
Summarize interview to interviewee
Ask for anything else to add or that may be
relevant
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